
9 Moller St, Oakle igh VIC 3166
0430 055 162

Keep your workplace safe and healthy with our 
Heat Detection Camera Solutions

 As Hitech Panda, our company mission is to supply proficient and reliable 
solutions to your problems, reliable thermal imaging camera devices used to 
detect irregular body temperatures in people. 

 Our modern cameras provide you with present data tracking, low error rate, 
non-invasive testing and the capacity to temperature-process entire crowds.

STOP

BOOK A DEMO TODAY!
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Help protect your business or public space from the spread of coronavirus and other dangerous viruses. 
It's very easy to use thermal cameras to identify fevers before they enter your workplace. 
Abnormal body temperature in an adult may mean that they have a fever; one of COVID-19 's
 most telling symptoms. To scan groups of people at a time, use our fever monitoring tools. 
Use in entrances, close to elevators and escalators to get the maximum benefit.

If you need a thermal imaging camera to secure your company in Australia then Hitech Panda's range of devices
are for you. Each camera is designed for
commercial use in both public and private sectors. We provide modular deployment for both wall-mounted 
and "pop-up" applications. 

For a free demo, please contact us so our professional team of technicians can provide more information 
and book an appointment.

DH-TPC-BF3221-T + JQ-D70Z 
Thermal: 256*192, 7mm
Visible: 2MP, 8mm
White light and loudspeaker alarm Temperature accuracy ±0.3   C (with blackbody)  

DHI-IVSS7008-1I 
TPC alarm event linkage
Statistical report and export 8 channels Mask detection 8 channels facial recognition
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DHI-NVR5216-16P-I
TPC alarm event linkage
Statistical report and export 4 channels
Mask detection 4 channels face recognition

HikVision DS-2TD2617B
Thermal 160 × 120
Lens: 3mm / 6mm
Optical 2688 × 1520
Optical lens: 4mm / 8mm
Video mode Bi spectrum image fusion 
Accuracy ±0.5ºC ± 0.3ºC  (with black body) Range 30 45
Audio alarm support

HikVision DS-2TD1217B 
Thermal 160 × 120
Lens: 3mm / 6mm
Optical 2688 × 1520
Optical lens: 4mm / 8mm
Video mode Bi spectrum image fusion Accuracy ±0.5ºC ± 0.3ºC 
(with black body) Range 30 45
Audio alarm support
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Reliability

Hitech Panda has a range of body temperature camera systems including Dahua and 
Hikvision cameras, these are among the best of the worlds leading thermal imaging camera manufacturers.

Auto-detection

The cameras provided by Hitech Panda are so smart that they can recognize the di�erence between a person and 
a hot product, for example a tea cup. The camera will identify that it's not a person, so there's no false alarm going o�.

Distance

These state-of-the-art body temperature camera systems can identify forehead heat within a 
range of approximately 3 metres, 
enabling your employees to operate cameras from a safe distance while scanning, 
this would help prevent viruses and fevers from spreading to any of your sta�, 
ensuring a healthy working environment.

Easy to use 

Forget overly complicated machines that require hours of training to function. 
HiTech Panda camera's are user friendly and has got to be the most a�ordable system on the market. 
HiTech Panda’s range of body temperature scanning cameras o�er simplicity and convenience, 
so you can focus on your business.

Consistency

The cameras supplied by Hitech Panda can detect head temperatures even within large, 
fast-moving crowds, which means that your device captures more image details and 
temperature di�erences than comparable models from other brands.

Australian Business

Hitech Panda is an Australian owned and operated company, 
so you can easily purchase thermal cameras from us knowing that you'll get the quality service and 
reliability you expect from a local store.

What you get with Hitech Panda 
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Contact Us

About us

High in quality but competitive in price, 
we strive to ensure that each project we install is tailored to maximize your vision, 

your safety and the protection of your property.

sales@hitechpanda.com.au

03 8528 4655


